
Attach front wheel
Tighten bolts as shown above.
Detach brake cable to insert tire. (fig.8)  
Use 15mm wrench to fasten wheel nuts.

Attach front fender
Slide fender between fork and tire and secure. Then align with adjusters shown above.
Use 5mm allen & 10mm wrench for fork steerer bolt. 4mm allen key for fender adjuster bolts.
Fender supports slide into the clips from the back of the tire. Adjust left to right spacing as you tighten the clips.
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Tools required to get you on ya bike:

Continued  →

Insert handlebar stem into forks
Lower the stem into fork steerer and align straight with frame. Then lift handlebars into the upright position.
Use 6mm allen key to tighten stem bolt. Use a 6mm allen key to loosen and tighten stem handlebar clamp.
Adjust handlebars to where you feel comfortable. Ideal angle is a continuous line from the spring fork.
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Attach seat to post
Drop seat onto post and tighten
Use 14mm wrench.

4.

Insert seat & attach sissy bar (saddle support)
Insert seatpost into frame and tighten clamp. Attach sissy bar to rear dropouts and back of seat
Choose your seat height. Use 5mm allen & 10mm wrench for seat. Use 5mm allen for attaching sissy bar to dropouts.
The seat clamp handle should be pushed forward to securely lock in your seat position.

5.

Now off ya ride!

Inflate tires
Inflate to 35psi (40 max).
Use bicycle pump with Schrader 
valve adapter.

7.

Attach front cable to brake
Squeeze together brake arms and hook metal guide into slot.
Use finger power! Insert the brake cable noodle into the metal slot, then you can 
stop squeezing. Slide rubber sheath back toward the noodle. 

8.

Attach pedals
Left & right pedals into cranks.
Use 15mm wrench. Pedals have L & R 
stickers showing tightening direction.
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Brake lever
If fingers don’t reach, adjust lever.
Use 2mm allen key to bring lever closer 
to the handlebar for easier reach.
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Fit front reflector
Tighten onto handlebars.
Use Phillips screwdriver.

10.

Adjust brake pads
If rubbing, adjust pads.
Use 5mm allen to align brake pads 
with rim. Phillips screw adjusts L-R.
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